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1. HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF FOREST DEVELOPMENT IN KHABAROVSK KRAi 
Figure 1 shows仕endof logging activities of Khabarovsk Krai since1948. Since the late 
1960’s, the former USSR government put s甘esson the development of forest resources in the 
Far Eastern economic region, which resulted in rapid increase of timber production in the 
region. Khabarovsk Krai, which has been m勾ortimber production area in the Far East, also 
increased its timber production. During 1970’s and 1980’s timber production in Khabarovsk 
Krai remained a high level around 140・150million m2. However, due to economic turmoil 
after the collapse of former USSR and planned economy, timber harvest dropped drastically, 
and level of timber harvest in mid・1990’sis almost a fourth of 1980’s. Although timber 
harvest has begun to export-led increase since 1998 because of the drop in the Ruble's value, 
but stil the level of timber harvest is far below 1980’s (Kakizawa and Yamane, 2002). 
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Figure. I Volume of timber harvest in Khabarovsk Krai 
year 
In this paper, forest development in Khabarovsk Krai will be divided into three periods -
Period I; 1950-1960’s when timber production began to increase 
Period I; 1970-1980’s when timber production remained high level 
Period II; after 1990’s when timber production dropped then recovered oriented by export 
Forest development of Period I and I were carried our under planned economy of the 
former USSR and period II was under transitional economy from planned economy to 
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